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APV baseline Fluctuation
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Effect of the MPD modification
➢ Installed 7 modified MPDs in one VME crate, one full GEM Layer
➢ This has been noticed before, when more MPDs added to the VME crate, 

performance will get worse

Single APV compare

modified

un-modified
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➢ 7 modified MPDs in one VME crate, one full GEM Layer
➢ The modification helps to stabilize the APV performance

Effect of the MPD modification
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Testing SYNC mode vs Non-SYNC mode

➢ Using two-modified MPDs
➢ Two modes: the first modes with two MPDs synchronized, the second mode has no synchronization clock 

between the two MPDs

Non-SYNC

SYNC

Compare for a single APV
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Testing SYNC mode vs Non-SYNC mode
➢ Using two-modified MPDs
➢ Two modes: the first modes with two MPDs synchronized, the second mode has no synchronization clock 

between the two
➢ No significant difference, this is probably due to we have only two MPDs in the VME crate, since when 

there’s fewer MPDs, things are more stable

Compare for all APVs
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APV raw frame on the scope
➢ Directly measure signals between one HDMI LVDS +/- pair
➢ Measurement point: 5-slot backplane, analog HDMI output
➢ At this point, signal has already passed 5-slot backplane, and about to enter the 

HDMI cables

6 Time Samples APV header, ...
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APV raw frame on the scope
➢ I think APV raw frames actually look OK (stable enough) on 5-slot backplane
➢ But it ended up very noisy in the EVIO raw data
➢ It probably picked up noise along the transmission line

Typical Events, run 4257
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Next steps:
➢ Need to find a way to check APV raw frames using scope beyond Patch Panel
➢ Test common mode chokes 
➢ Test SYNC mode with 7 MPDs, this probably can bring a more obvious comparison 
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Backup Slides
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APV raw frame on the scope
➢ APVs off chamber

Typical Events, run 4256
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MPD modification
What I am plotting here: (in order to evaluate the common mode fluctuation/variation)

T0 T1

T2 T3 T4

T5

Max common mode

Min common mode

➢ Since plotting common mode (Max_value – Min_value) cannot avoid outliers 
➢ So for each APV, for all 6 time samples, I calculate the ADC difference: (T1-T0, T2-T0, T3-T0, T4-T0, T5-T0, all relative to T0), and dump the 5 delta values into one 

histogram
➢ For each APV, I do this for ~ 10,000 events
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